
"Voilà ma Maison", designer and manufacturer of lamps for children since 2001, reinvents its universe with 
its new collection "Dot".
In her own studio, craftsman Anne Besson imagines her creations and hand makes them entirely.



"Dot"

Round lamps like colour dots: ceiling lights, wall fixtures, lamps to set anywhere or hang.

The new collection has a refined simplicity which brings a delightful touch of light in the kid's rooms.

Wandering lamps hang on the wall or sit freely on furniture. Through their delicately patterned diffusers, 
ceiling lamps create a soft and cosy atmosphere.

The "Dot" collection invites itself from the children's room to the living-room with a mix of styles, for a bright 
decoration with bohemian overtones, with chic and delicate accents or as soft and sweet as candy.

Each "Dot" is personalized according to wish: colour-contrasting or harmonized rims, electric cords in 
subtle shades, solid, floral or japanese-patterned fabrics, pastel powdery hues, timeless whites, natural 
beiges or chic golds, poetic clouds and tangy Bambis.



The history

Anne is originally from Grenoble. She spends a few years in Paris giving free course to her creativity: she 
works in different fields such as decoration, graphic art and photography.
She then opens her own decoration store for children in Lyon. In 2000, she conceives her first lamps, with 
the idea of proposing a stylish alternative to the often dull offer of the time. Graphic and sleek, their success 
is immediate.
In 200, her first collection is presented to professionals at the "Maison et Objet" salon, where it is favoured 
from the outset by many French and foreign retailers.
Over the years, the collections of "Voilà ma maison!" evolve and grow, maintaining a sober and delicate 
spirit, both fashionable and timeless.
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The new collection "Dot" will be presented on the next "Maison et Objet" salon, from the 6th to the 10th of 
September, in hall N°2, stand I 66.




